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CHAPTER 1 – THE CENTURION 

The Centurion, thought again of the power of the Druids’ Spirits. That they believed in them was 

certain. But he knew his gods to be those that held true power. Not just the gods of his fathers, but 

even some of the new gods he had learned of as he fought across the world.  

 

When this campaign had started he had sought out the strange spirits at the core of the Druid life 

and taken pilgrim steps to one of their secret places of communion. As a soldier he knew the 

importance of having Gods to strengthen his arm and protect him in battle, he was always ready to 

seek out such armour. That pilgrimage still laid across him like the awareness of love when distant 

from home. When he thought of it, he was back to that moment. 

 

He had ascended a long path up through trees onto a high place in the hills. He had passed first a 

deep pool of dark water. In its black reflections he sensed something moving and weaving.  But his 

recognition was little more than to think of a carp rolling lazily to take a fly… his mind shifts and he is 

there. 

Above, a stream fed the pond, spills a blade of water across what was clearly a carefully placed mass 

of white rock. For a moment he had rolls in his mind how they had dragged the monolith to this 

place, positioned it just so. But such things are not unknown to him. With enough slaves he could 

move the world, a slab of stone high on a hillside signifies nothing.  

 

He climbs further, following the side of the stream.  Now it becomes a series of small cascades and a 

spillway.  At what seems like the edge of yesterday’s dreams, he hears a small distant singing. It is as 

if the water, as it leaps from rock to pool, chants some mystery.  

 

The druids have indeed set these pools to sing a song of the spirits, but his ears still ring with the 

dark bark of raven and desperate sea gull cries and   the song of the stream is lost to him.  

 



Now, he reaches the top of the ridge. The stream vanishes into a last pool, this is spring fed from 

hills high above and he can see lazy boiling rolls of water in its clear deep depths.  

 

The path twists now  into a grove of trees. It passes beneath two large oaks. He glances up. Then 

stops. Thick bough branches of the oaks are stretched over the path creating an arch. The thickest 

boughs are intertwined, one tree grasping the other. Silent green grey arms. They put him in mind of 

a Fasces, bound rods with an axe, used throughout the empire as a symbol of authority, and death.  

 

His first thought of wonder grows as he considers the trees more. That the druids had caused the 

branches to twist together spoke of ancient intent. He can’t imagine the lives that would have 

passed whilst these trees slowly and inevitably bound themselves.  Now he is struck by something 

deeper. What secret did this point to, that they would so confidently turn the strength of the trees 

to their goals over such a time. For a small moment he feels the flow of some power through this 

arch. He was on the edge of seeing, had he but eyes, had he a way to open his heart, to be shown 

what he should be able to see. 

 

Unseen to him gentle finger forms of power explored the leather and metal of his tunic, then 

withdrew. Not repulsed, but more in quiet disappointment, as if an offered embrace had been, not 

rejected, but gone unrecognised for what it was.  

 

The passing of that moment dulls the memory to no more than that.  He had continued through the 

archway, realising that more than one tree had been twisted. The archway roof guided him forward. 

The smallest of steps, carefully spaced and in tune with the trees brought the sunlight shadows to 

him  in calming waves. Though he remained unaware, his heart beat to the tune of the light through 

the bows.  Magic light flowed around him, he saw nothing. He was a colour-blind man in a meadow 

flower field. 

 

Ahead the trees had thinned, brighter light heralded the way. He had strode on. His purpose was to 

see, not to understand. He lived by taking of value what he could, not by valuing what he could take.  

 

He knew that his steps would lead to a mystery, or a triumph. He admired the druids well enough to 

expect that this carefully crafted pathway would lead to some spectacular place of worship. Some 

stones to echo those he had seen further south. Crude, but big enough to recognise the strength in 

them.   



 

He though was a man of Rome, he had climbed the dark stair passages within the coliseum to be 

reborn in the bright light of the amphitheatre. Had had the breath torn from him when catching his 

first sight of that great bowl of death. Even in this blindness and arrogance though, he understood 

that he was to expect now some similar assault on his ego. He prepared his mind for the shock of the 

revelation to come. Was prepared to be awed, he was a man of Rome, and understood greatness 

when he saw it. 

 

The trees ended. He had stepped through into a clearing. Ahead on the horizon a single stone slab. 

Rough cut yet obviously hewn. No more than man high. No more than two men wide. Around it  he 

saw 18 smaller boulders, child high, evenly spaced.  

 

He had laughed. Deep booming laughter with its roots in fear and its highest branches in great relief. 

This was the high-water mark of the power of the druids? This afterthought of a temple. This empty 

high place marked with stones his troop could have placed in half a day. This was their temple? This 

signified their secret power?  

 

He stood, laughing in the centre of the circle. Blind. 

 

Blind to the blizzard of spirit forms that circled and surrounded him. Blind to a storm of energy and 

mystery that encircled him as surely as a cathedral.  Blind to the truth that was just the slightest shift 

of point of view away. If he could turn his mind to see he could be lifted to the heights or ripped to 

oblivion. But, blind through want of seeing, he had stood in the dark whilst the brightest of lights 

burnt through him.   

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 2 – INVADERS 

 

They had arrived above the village late in the morning. Had not cared about looking for the surprise 

of dawn. The men of the village, few enough in number, had set up a line whilst the elders were 

called to talk to the Centurion. The first they realised that this was not a typical demand for food or 

tax was when the women, sent quietly South along the low path, met silent armoured men who  

made it clear that they were to return to their huts.  



 

The village elders had gathered and come forward to ask what the soldiers wanted, but were given 

no  reply, just silent stares. At Noon the Centurion stepped forward. He did so with the weight of an 

empire on his shoulders and scars on his soul.  

 

A sheaf was pulled from a cylinder of bark, and words read.  But the words were not read. They were 

recited from memory. They were already burnt into him. He had no need to read, no desire to read. 

He would point to the emperor's seal for his authority, but had long since given up the pretence that 

what he did had any more justification than the inevitably of history.  

 

His men stood silent, not out of indifference or  deliberate plan, but by unspoken agreement. They 

had one purpose here, to visit a plague upon the village. They had no desire for  any  contact with 

the villagers other than by sword and spear.  

 

At the beginning some had taken the women, girls, and even boys.  Now though most of them found 

that unsatisfactory, preferring the honesty of murder without the merest hint of hope that rape 

might offer. Some  still sought to   hold to the idea that they were soldiers, but they knew they were 

little more than blades on the wheels of chariots, cutting down the enemies of the empire, ripping 

out the cancer of the old religion.  

 

It was of course not the religion that Rome feared, but what this religion stood for. The  ideas within 

the religion.  All soldiers knew the truth of spirits that dwelt in their swords or shields, had called 

upon them when fighting their battles. But these strange Druids, they spoke  what they claimed was 

an older truth. The Romans called upon the gods and spirits to aid them to give strength for their 

endeavours. The Druids held that the spirits were the law, not a tool. They held their Circle saw the 

law, saw the way life should be lived, and that it was not the way of The Empire.  They seemed not 

to understand that the Roman eagle held  them  in its claws and was even now ripping them apart.  

 

Yet, even pinioned as they were, the Druid Circle still claimed the right to rule. The Romans, they  

taught were little more than boats on the ocean, whilst the druids communed with  the waves and 

the tide. But The Romans had spread their empire over land and sea, had mastered the waves and 

the  world. The power the druids claimed was already servant to The Roman’s needs. So, The Druids 

must be shown what power truly means. The power to destroy a thing is complete power. The  blind 

sedition of The Druids must be destroyed, and their religion with it.  



 

So, again,  The Centurion had his troops ring a village in a noose, and his troops waited for the order.  

 

 

CHAPTER 3 – DEATH OF INNOCENCE 

 

The trumpeter stopped his back and forth running. The wild ululation dying to a memory and a 

portent of death, circling the valley. The wolf's head banner bent to the wind. 

 

A sharp stamp of boots. Clash of spears on shields. The troop step forward. The line of village men 

watch as the armoured force close on the waiting village elders. The troops halt. The centurion 

draws his sword, as if in salute. His men draw theirs. The three elders look confused and wait, one 

draws back slightly. The centurion touches the sword to his nose, pauses for an instant, a heartbeat.  

 

The sky waits, dark crows in the treetops hang with black bead eyes and hunger. He draws his arm 

back, then strikes down and forward. The blade slices  into the neck of the senior  elder, a dull meat 

carved sound echoes flat across the village.  

 

Surprise. The centurion had seen many reactions to this  attack, pain, horror, confusion, anger, and  

others. But, surprise was the one he saw most often. He saw it now in the eyes of the man he had 

just killed.  

 

 The elder staggered, then dropped, hot blood splashed from the falling body to paint the ground. It 

was the signal.  

 

The troops behind him dropped their  shields and ran silently forward. This move, this mute death 

rush, held the villagers bound in uncertainty.  

 

 Bought up on stories of the Roman troops advancing in tight shield protected formations these 

sudden lightening attacks momentarily blind them to the true intent. The troopers uttered no sound 

as they ran, showed no emotion.  

 

They attack, they rush to their task of slaughter, but always as though they are barely there. The 

hack and kill casually not even the emotion of a wheat harvest. More the studied control of artists 



placing fresco stones. It is the silence that so confounds their victims. This death, this horror, should 

be delivered by howling demons, not silent blank eyed Golems  

 

But soon, so soon, there are real screams. The small group of village men, armed with axes, a few 

swords and little else, run forward to die on the spears of the lead soldiers. The dropping  of shields 

did not mean those with swords are unprotected. Each group of two  are a matched team. A spears 

man, protects the flank, the swordsman strikes. They call themselves, the blade and the point. Seen 

from above they might just  resemble a long straight blade. But they are more akin to some 

monstrous grinding machine. The front swordsman, point, strikes, then moves on. The second 

follows up and  strikes, then the third does the same. Moving  sure and fast they chew up the few 

fighters in moments. All the while the spear carriers, the blade, shield the swordsmen.  

 

After that initial rush it  can descend to chaos. Sometimes the elders have sheltered the women and 

children in a few of the largest huts. This the Romans like best. They bring burning brands and fire to 

the huts. The screams and death stench are no worse than those they'd suffer if they had to deliver 

death by hand, but they are spared much soul eroding effort. With the fires they can stand a small 

step away, no individual one of them set the blaze, no single hand hacked a child down.  

 

More often though, the villagers seek to flee in ant hill spilled panic. Here the second ring of troops 

is key. They wait in the tree line, by the stream edge, blocking the dirt track. This chaos of  killing 

though is  truly hard work. Understanding now the intent of the soldiers the villagers follow no rules 

or pattern. Women will rush screaming waving knives and fire.  Three or three or four will fall on one 

trooper to bite and claw at eyes. He has seen a woman throw herself on a spear, so that two more 

can attack, so that children might run past into the woods.  

 

Now is when the troops must hold and work together. Delivering the sword strokes and spear strikes 

is merely mechanical effort, bringing the villagers to the steel can descend to bloody farce.  

 

 The villagers are like water, they flow to the easiest path. The troops stand like a dam 

against this flood, they  buttress the water flow of humanity. Each time this  wave strikes,  

some are lost, they wash up on the rocks like tide stranded fish. Each time the wave strikes,  

fewer flow back. 

 



What  angers The Centurion most is the futility of the escape efforts.  The villagers will die. 

That is certain. They will scream high pitched sea gull  screams and they will die. They will 

have their blind dead eyes spiked by  the crows before their  torn bodies  are tossed  onto 

oak log  pyres. But they will die. So, why can they not die quietly and leave his soul intact? 

 

The sole  task for the centurion is to bring that death quickly, and with as few of his men 

hurt  as he can manage. 

 

Death. Death and killing, are a natural part of being a soldier. When  killing the armed 

enemies of Rome he was a fighter. As a fighter he stood firm against all forces of change. 

Each skirmish, each battle, each parry of a spear, each killing blade stroke, confirmed him in 

what he is, a soldier.  

 

As a soldier he killed fighters and captured slaves.  In those days the lives of  villagers 

counted only as slaves. His job as a soldier was to kill enemies and to capture slaves. That is 

what villagers have always been to him,  slaves. As slaves they are not human. 

 

Then he had been ordered to kill them. Had been ordered to slaughter them. This, this,  

beyond all comprehension, has changed the villagers from slaves to living people. These 

villagers have spilled their humanity on his feet, have sprayed their hot salt blood across his 

arms, have shown in every  futile act of courage how human they are.   This act of bringing 

death to the villagers shows him they have lives worth taking.  

 

He plunges his blade into the face of an enemy, and pulls it out of the face of person.  

 

This revelation, and the scream of seagulls are what will destroy him.  

 

The Druid leaders, The Circle, received the news of the massacre in silence. The singer had chanted 

the memory rhyme, though the screams in this story still echoed in the valley. He painted pictures 

with his rhythm and song and the words slid into them, like fingers through hair.  

 



In his hypnotic hum they could see the soldiers. Long lines of marching men with shields and swords. 

Great wolf's head horn  running behind, banner flowing.  

 

 

Through the bard and the spirits, the druids see all of this. They see into the soul of the 

centurion. They see his failed pilgrimage to their temple. See even that he stands on the edge 

of being human, but their people should not have to pay the monstrous price that his 

conversion needs.  

 

They see more. They see, through the spirits, how, after many more villages, The Centurion 

contrives a wound, and returns to the  heart of the empire. They watch as the man, armour 

laid aside, seeks out a high cliff retreat where he can feel the sun as it climbs above the 

ocean each day. They converse, guide the spirits.  

 

The spirits reach out and cause a raven to  harsh bark and awkward hop onto a fence by the 

Centurion’s home. More birds follow. Like black scattered leaves, gale blown. Still the 

Centurion sleeps within his hut, unaware of the dark cloak of birds laid outside. A seagull 

screams. He wakes. Was it his scream, or that of a child, spearhead insult like a bone 

fracture jutting from its chest?  

 

The seagull screaming rises higher. The air above the hut for just a second seems a spirit 

born blizzard of movement. He looks out, the white and grey of the gulls leaving rip trails 

against the blue sky. He staggers into the field of ravens, each bird poised for future purpose. 

They neither ignore nor acknowledge him. They wait. They understand, they always know 

when a death is promised. They are always patient.  

 

He runs now, runs pursued by the spirits and under the leaden gaze of the hundreds he has 

killed. Runs as the seagull screams, his own, and those in his memory, crash discordant to 

one final desperate sound.  

 

The cliff edge ahead. Running silent now, death as is his way must be delivered in silence, he 

leaps into the space between life and death, spins, and arms spread, greets the rocks.  



 

The ravens lift, dark cloud bodies with iridescent streaks. Beaks and  bead point eyes, they 

glide  drop, and begin to feed, as is there due.  

 

The Druids turn to each other. They laid the future punishment for The Centurion, but this is 

a punishment, not a solution. His death, a thousand such deaths, will not save their nation.  

 


